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WHY SAIL A CONTENDER?
Maybe this question should be “Why on earth would anyone want to sail a boat other than a Contender?”  There are lots of boats

that you can choose that you can hang over the side of, feet stuck under toestraps, straining knees, back, legs and stomach; but the
question to ask is: WHY?  Why would anyone actually want to put themselves through all that pain to sail so slowly?

Why would ANYONE do that when they can plane comfortably upwind, trapezing on a beautifully balanced, thoroughbred
dinghy?  I can only presume Contender sailors must be that little bit brighter.

OK, so maybe its not quite that simple; maybe you do have to climb a bit of a learning curve, but surely fun and exhilaration are
what its all about, not grunt and pain.  Of course, you can’t ignore the skill factor - there’s no doubt that some is needed to sail a
Contender - its fast, so you don’t get a lot of time to react to your mistakes, but practice makes perfect as they say, and its true.  After
a bit of practice virtually anyone will quickly find that the boat is quite predictable and manageable - no nasty little unexpected tricks
or twists, no horrible nosediving tendency.  All you have to do is get the basic boathandling right and the boat’ll put up with almost
anything.  And without breaking, something that can’t be said about many classes.

Its frequently said that the Contender isn’t a tactical class; that its all about boatspeed.  Wrong.  All you have to do is look at the
boat - its a well established strict one design with International status, it has a simple layout, and the equipment is now largely
standardised - there are no huge speed differences between different boats, just different sailors!  Take a look at the Contender fleet
- where they’ve come from and what they’ve done in other classes.  Even although the majority are experienced racers who know
their way around the racecourse, there’s a wide spread of ability.  Consequently the racing is close and fun, and you’d be hard pushed
to find many more tactically interesting classes.  Another plus of the class is the welcome to new members.  You’ll always find
someone to give you a few tips about setting up and sailing the boat - we’ve all had to serve our apprenticeship, and one or two of
us even think we know how to do it now!

So, the boat is fast, fun and strong; the racing is close and competitive; the sailors are friendly and welcoming.  So just why
WOULD anyone want to sail anything other than a Contender...?

Contendering - All You Need To Know...Contendering - All You Need To Know...Contendering - All You Need To Know...Contendering - All You Need To Know...Contendering - All You Need To Know...
Wherever they are seen, Contenders seem to attract a lot
of interest, whether at open meetings and regattas, shows
like Sailboat, or just at clubs when the odd one appears.
It seems the Contender is a boat that many people have
a hankering to try, but are put off by the view that it is
some form of unmanageable monster that can only be
tamed by some form of superfit sailing gymnast.  Although
most Contender sailors would love to view themselves in
this way, sadly this is far from the truth!  The average age
in the class is much nearer forty than thirty, and fitness
programmes and diet are subjects to be read about rather
than followed.
This guide is intended to debunk some of the myths about
the Contender, as well as provide some constructive help
to newcomers and oldcomers alike about how to climb
the learning curve to get the best out of the boat.
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UK Class Association Chairman, and twice world
champion, Stuart Jones
explains why he continues
to sail a Contender...

“...  I would like to repeat my
comments which for me sum up
why I still sail a Contender after
16 years.  Apologies to the old

hands that have already had to suffer my monologues!
What has made me stick around for so long is a combination of many
things.  One is obviously the boat itself, which despite the onrush of
new classes, remains an exciting and challenging sail.  Once a level
of confidence and technique has been achieved you can launch and
have a blast in weather that has other classes skulking ashore, with
the full confidence that the boat, at least, will be up to it, if averagely
maintained!  Basically there’s nothing wrong with the boat.  Helms
can be a variety of weights and still be competitive.  The class also
retains the tight interboat tactical side of sailing that faster boats
suffer from the lack of.  In my experience, Contenders are just slow
enough that tacking for tactical reasons is still a major consideration
for success.  In common with other single-handers you can go sailing
when you like, and, just as importantly, not go when you like.
Then there is a comprehensive Open meeting, Nationals, Europeans
and Worlds circuit, in some really nice venues;  but most of all there
are the people that sail the boat, which is the main reason that I have
sailed a Contender for so long...”
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FFFFFirst of all - irst of all - irst of all - irst of all - irst of all - WWWWWelcelcelcelcelcome Aome Aome Aome Aome Aboarboarboarboarboard!d!d!d!d!
The first thing you have to remember is that you CAN do it!

Sometimes at the beginning you will wonder whether you will
ever get the hang of it, but all of us have been through the
same learning process.  Very often newcomers to the boat are
trying to learn two new skills and combine them at the same
time: helming a high performance boat, and trapezing.  To master
these at the same time will require some practice; the Contender
is not the sort of boat you can just jump into and expect to start
winning straightaway!

Contrary to popular belief, the Contender is quite a stable
boat - at rest you can stand up and walk around it quite easily;
but it is FAST and you therefore don’t get a lot of time to recover
from your own clumsiness and mistakes.  Fortunately, the boat
is very forgiving.  It has no nasty little tricks or quirks.  It is
beautifully balanced on all points of sail, and will continue to sail
quite happily under control at extreme angles of heel... until the
boom touches the water of course.

The process of learning how to sail the boat tends to come
in three phases: the first is learning to get the basics roughly
right.  Most people manage to come through this step quite
easily; you quickly start to feel a lot more confident about sailing
the boat, and even start get the adrenaline rush of excitement,
rather than fear, when reaching!.  Phase Two is when you then
get tempted into racing the boat and pushing a little bit harder.
This is usually when the confidence takes a bit of a bashing.  Just
when you thought you’d started to get the hang of things it
seems you can’t get a thing right.  Under the pressure of the
racecourse you seem to forget everything you’ve learned up
until now.  If you’ve been a successful sailor in other classes it
can be very frustrating as everyone else just disappears into the
distance.

The key to moving on from here is to spend a bit of time
working at the best way of doing things, and practice doing
them, preferably while you are not racing.  Time spent learning
without having to worry about tactics etc. will help enormously.
You know when you’ve made it to Phase Three when you start
to view a capsize in terms of the frustration of distance lost rather
than just another capsize!  At that point you’re starting to race
the boat around the course rather than just sailing it, and the
learning process from here on is merely refinement.  The time it
takes to get to Phase Three will depend mainly upon the amount
of time you are prepared to put into it, and also to an extent the
type of sailing you’ve done before.  Someone who has trapezed
before, as helm or crew, or someone who has sailed a
performance boat such as a Fireball will find the process a lot
easier, as they are not trying to learn two skills at once.  Thankfully,
unlike many classes, the Contender is a boat that is wonderfully
rewarding to sail even if you’re not racing, and once a basic
level of confidence and ability is achieved you will be able to
have lots of fun as you improve.

Later in this guide two double World Champions, Stuart Jones
and Graham Scott, will talk you round the racecourse describing
the best way to carry out many of the various manoeuvres
needed on the way.  However for the real beginner, here are a
few basic tips covering the bits that nobody tells you until you’re
in the bar afterwards...

TTTTTrapezing:rapezing:rapezing:rapezing:rapezing:  Many newcomers are surprised at the forward
pull from the trapeze - you very quickly get used to it, and then
you just don’t notice.  Its effect is reduced by good technique as
well.  When you first start to sail the boat, there is a tendency to
keep the legs well apart to “brace” yourself.  This leaves you with
your feet at right angles to the edge.  Although this seems more
secure, its not really, as its more difficult to adjust to the changes

THE NEWCOMER’S GUIDE TO CONTENDERING

Excellent close reaching technique - the helmsman’s feet are close together, with the front foot pointed forward to align his body with the trapeze, allowing him to keep his balance.  The back leg is only
slightly bent in this gust; in the lulls or on a broader reach the back leg can be bent more to bring the weight in and back.  The rear foot can also be moved a little further inboard onto the aft deck, or
dropped inside the cockpit into the footstrap when more security is required.
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in the boat’s movement.  Try and keep your feet together on the
gunwale, and turn the toes of your front foot more towards the
front of the boat.  You’ll find the whole of your body then tends
to line up more directly with the trapeze.  You should then find
yourself balancing more on the balls of your feet, and much
more able to respond.  This makes it easier to look forwards too.
It takes a little practice to master it - in the meantime you’ll get
your occasional visit to the forestay!

TTTTTrapeze height:rapeze height:rapeze height:rapeze height:rapeze height:  In the light stuff, when you’re crouching,
pull the trapeze really short, so you’re not dragging your bum
around, but are more like a baby in a bouncer.  Lengthen it a bit
as you move back when the wind increases.  As it gets a bit
windier, you should lower the trapeze progressively until when
its properly windy it’s as low as possible.  As a rule the bottom of
the trapeze ring should never be lower than the top of the
gunwale.  About 3-4” above is the normal maximum.  Any lower
reduces the helmsman’s grip on the gunwale as his/her weight
is transferred to the trapeze, increasing the risk of being swept
off by a wave and “teabagged” (for those unfamiliar with the
phrase, this is when the helm has become detached from the
boat and is being quite happily(?) dragged through the water
on the end of the wire.  Just like a teabag.)  When close reaching
stand just behind the tower, as you go broader, move further
back, eventually dropping your back leg inside the boat into the
inside footstrap.  You need to have a footblock on the gunwale
at the right point to brace yourself comfortably - a Clamcleats
wedge (taper forward) is best, because nothing can catch around
it (avoid the doorstop used by some people; it’s too high and
can be extremely painful if you land on it swinging in from the

trapeze!).  This is the “safe” reaching trapezing position.  If it
seems a bit unstable (trying to flick you round forwards too much)
shorten the trapeze a touch so you are a bit more upright.  As
you get more practised you will be able to trapeze longer and
keep “two footing” (both feet on the edge) and keep the power
on longer.  You should only need to use the trapeze handle
when changing the height of the trapeze (or later on when you
start to have a go at the hard stuff like unhooking before coming
in to tack as described by Stuart Jones later!)  Try to avoid using
the handle at any other time.

Mainsheet:Mainsheet:Mainsheet:Mainsheet:Mainsheet:  Remember to keep the mainsheet in your front
hand going out on the wire - its always tricky getting back in to
get it once the boat’s up to speed.  Remember to tie the tail of
the mainsheet to the tower to keep it in the boat - if you drop it,
its even more difficult to pick it up if its ten feet out of the back of
the boat!

Mainsheet bridleMainsheet bridleMainsheet bridleMainsheet bridleMainsheet bridle:  In the sailing position the bridle should be
tight to obstruct the centreboard from coming right up, so
ALWAYS REMEMBER TO RELEASE IT BEFORE LANDING.
Rebuilding the trailing edge is such a pain when you forget!

Footstraps:Footstraps:Footstraps:Footstraps:Footstraps:  There are mixed opinions on footstraps.  The
arrival of Pro-Grip has dramatically improved grip on the gunwale,
and in my view has made them unnecessary.  I’ve never once
had a problem with being swept off the edge downwind (famous
last words!), only upwind when you don’t use them anyway.  I
had footstraps on my first boat and fell in so often tripping over
them, or trying to get my feet in them, I took them off and found
I got on much better!.  Some people have removable ones they
put on for when its really windy with big waves.

TTTTTacking:acking:acking:acking:acking:  In his article later Stuart Jones describes the
advanced version of how to tack by unhooking whilst still out
on the wire.  The much simpler method of tacking from wire to
wire more suited to beginners in the class goes like this:  First
ease the main a foot or two to reduce power a little, and bear
away a few of degrees to keep the boat moving.  Swing in off
the wire luffing just enough to keep the boat flat and moving
quickly.  Kneeling in the bottom of the boat, unhook with your
forward hand and push the tiller away at the same time to tack.
Duck under the boom REMEMBERING NOT TO BASH YOUR FACE
ON THE MAINSHEET JAMMER, and as you move across, push
the tiller extension round the back of the boat.  Grab the
extension with your new tiller hand and with the other hook
back on.  Pull the main back in, and go back out on the wire as
the boat accelerates and starts to heel.  The whole process should
take under 10 seconds...  TTTTTips:ips:ips:ips:ips:  Don’t let the boat stop in the
tack; like any single hander, if its moving too slowly there is a
high risk of getting stuck in irons, which means sailing backwards
a fair way to get the boat out of it - very irritating!.  Similarly,
don’t understeer as the same can happen.  This is particularly
true in waves; its much better to oversteer through the tack and
get the bow right round and let a bit more mainsheet out than
get stuck in irons.  If you are using a lot of kicker, you may need
to ease it a little before tacking to avoid getting stuck under the
boom.  In waves, its a good idea to let off a good bit of kicker
when tacking anyway as it helps you not to get stuck in irons
(with the kicker full on, the leech is very hard, and tends to try
and push the boat up into the wind).  It also helps the boat
accelerate more quickly once you’re through, which usually more
than compensates for the short time spent with a loose kicker.

Bearing away:Bearing away:Bearing away:Bearing away:Bearing away:  Set up early!  Its much easier to set your
controls for the reach before bearing away.  The kicker is a must.
Trying to get down a reach in any sort of breeze with the kicker
still full on is definitely living dangerously!  See Graham Scott’s

Three times world champion Andrea Bonezzi demonstrates upwind technique - again note the feet
close together, slightly turned forward allowing his body to line up with the trapeze and making it
easier to see forward.  He is standing slightly in front of the mainsheet jammer; just far enough
back to allow the bow to lift a little whilst still maintaining waterline length and not dragging the
transom.  As the wind increases he will move back a few inches to allow the boat to start to plane
properly to windward.
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LAY-UPs & LAYOUTS...LAY-UPs & LAYOUTS...LAY-UPs & LAYOUTS...LAY-UPs & LAYOUTS...LAY-UPs & LAYOUTS...
Paul Walker from top Contender builder Bob Hoare Sailboats tells us how the boat is constructed, and

explains the wheres and whys of the latest layouts...

Introduction
Although it is a strict one design, the Contender may be of

all wood, all GRP or composite construction.  One of the strengths
of the class is that the rules allow little measurement variation
between boats, and results over the last few years suggest that
in performance terms there is little difference between one
method of construction or another:  the current world champion
boat is an all wood Bonezzi, and both Wavelength Ridge (the
boats now built by Bob Hoare Sailboats), and Rondar have had
world championship winning GRP boats in recent years.  There
are always composite boats in contention, including some that
have been home completed.  Thus the choice of which form of
construction seems more a combination of aesthetics and
maintenance rather than performance.

Construction
Bob Hoare Sailboats supply both all GRP boats or composite

boats and kits. Polyester resin has been used since the boat was
first designed, with the use of more exotic and expensive resins
being prohibited.  With the relative decrease in costs of some of
these, vinylester resin has recently been allowed for use in
laminating, and the Bob Hoare Contenders are built using
polyester or vinylester resin and vacuum bagged foam sandwich
construction using the method described below.  These methods
are broadly similar to those used by other builders.

The construction technique of the hull is relatively simple,
consisting of a single coat of polyester gelcoat applied to the
inside surface of a female mould followed by a layer of woven
glass fibre cloth.  This is draped over the gelcoat and then
saturated with resin in the process known as ‘wetting out’.
Additional layers of cloth are added to areas of the boat that are
liable to stress or damage i.e. the gunwhales, the aft end of the

comments on reference marks in the rig tuning article; know
roughly where to set your kicker for reaching and set it before
bearing away.

HarHarHarHarHardening up: dening up: dening up: dening up: dening up:  Try and set outhaul and cunningham before
hardening up;  In lightish conditions the centreboard too.  But
don’t do the kicker until you’ve hardened up, particularly if
coming from a run.  Its a classic time to fall over: the boat heels
to leeward as you round up, pinned down the boom hits the
water and in you go!  In a breeze it can be a good idea to leave
the board up too, as it has less tendency to trip the boat up as
you turn.

Gybing tips:Gybing tips:Gybing tips:Gybing tips:Gybing tips:  Take charge and drive the boat through the
gybe - its true, the faster you’re going, the easier it is, even if it
does seem scarier, so try and pick up a good wave and gybe on
top of it.  Its much easier than tacking.  And you did remember
to unhook the trapeze before the gybe didn’t you...?

Capsizing:Capsizing:Capsizing:Capsizing:Capsizing:  OK, after reading this guide you won’t need to
read this bit, but here are a few tips just in case...  The Contender
has a self draining cockpit and will come up dry, and the length
of the board makes righting a doddle.  The boat floats reasonably
high, so there is a tendency for the hull to drift round downwind
of the rig quite quickly.  The easiest way of recovering from here
is the Eskimo or San Francisco roll.  Climb onto the board and as
the rig comes up just wrap your arms, and anything else you
like, around the board and let it drag you through and under

the boat.  You will come out the other side and be in a position
to climb right back on the board to bring the boat upright.  Often
it won’t actually go right over again if you’re holding on and
you’ll be able to climb straight in.  TTTTTips:ips:ips:ips:ips: Always let the kicker and
mainsheet off before trying to right the boat otherwise you’ll
have a long and tiring struggle to get the sail to unstick.  If the
boat inverts, you may not be easily able to release the mainsheet,
but at least let off the kicker; if the boat is inverted across the
wind don’t bother to try and pull it up with the rig to leeward as
there will be too much resistance.  Stand on the underside of
the leeward gunwale and pull it up to 90 degrees with the rig
to windward, make sure you release the mainsheet, and then
do the Eskimo roll.  Don’t put a sharp edge on the trailing edge
of your foils - square them off slightly, otherwise they can inflict
very nasty cuts when you’re clambering around.  The trailing
edges can be very fragile, so when climbing onto the board,
climb on over the front edge to avoid taking chunks out with
your trapeze hook.  In general, be careful with the trapeze hook.
It is easy to punch holes in the gelcoat climbing back into the
boat.

Finally:Finally:Finally:Finally:Finally:  If you’re having difficulty working out the best way
of doing things, don’t be shy.  The Contender fleet is one of the
friendliest around and anyone will be more than happy to help
you out with a few pointers.

cockpit floor,  side decks, and the area of the bottom of the boat
that sits on the trailer cradle.

Once the resin has cured, the 5mm. foam core is added.
For the hull we use a type of foam core known as scrim. This has
been cut into 15mm. squares and is held together by a light
fabric.  The advantage of this foam over rigid sheets is its ability
to follow the contours of the hull, resulting in the need for less
paste to bond it to the hull and reducing the weight of the
laminate without impairing strength or stiffness.  To hold the
foam down while the paste cures, a bag is placed over the mould
and sealed.  Then a vacuum pump is connected and the air
sucked out, forcing the bag down onto the foam ensuring a
good bond.  After the paste has cured, the bag is removed and
a second layer of glass fibre cloth is added to complete the foam
sandwich laminate.

The deck is slightly more complicated, with the addition of a
layer of glass fibre ‘chopped strand mat’ between the gelcoat
and the first layer of cloth.  This is to prevent unsightly ‘print’
where the weave of the cloth shows through the gelcoat (this
only happens on the deck and not the hull).  Sheet foam is used
on the deck as the squares of the scrim would show through
the gelcoat, and wooden pads are used in place of foam at
appropriate points to enable cleats and fittings to be screwed
down. The vacuum bag has to work harder on the deck as the
sheet foam requires more effort to be pushed down onto the
deck.

Once the hull and deck mouldings have been allowed to
cure, they are removed from their moulds.  This is achieved with
the use of compressed air, wooden wedges and temper tantrums
if the moulding sticks.  The mouldings are then trimmed to allow
the two parts to be bonded together.  This part of the operation
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may be seen throughout the fleet as various sailors try what
seems most suited to them.  However, newcomers to the class
(and maybe some more experienced Contenderers!) should
probably consider adopting the simplistic approach used on the
Bob Hoare boats.  This layout is the result of the KISS (Keep It
Simple Stupid) approach taken by Graham Scott when originally
laying out the Wavelength boats. This layout was based on
considerable experience and has been adopted by most top
sailors and retained by Bob Hoare.  The key here is simplicity and
efficiency, and maximizing the amount of time spent sailing the
boat instead of being head down in the bottom disentangling
bits of string.  It’s important to remember that all the controls
need to be adjustable from the wire with minimal effort, and
that sod’s law is quite clear about what happens to an excess of
loose control lines in the boat!

Outhaul and CunninghamOuthaul and CunninghamOuthaul and CunninghamOuthaul and CunninghamOuthaul and Cunningham
The popular layout has the outhaul and cunningham controls

taken through pairs of cleats on the aft end of the foredeck with
the tails led out and fixed to the gunwhale.  Alternatively, the
cleats may be placed on the side decks.  If the cleats are mounted
here, the tails can become a problem. In the past, one idea has
been to take them down through the gunwhale and lose them
on shockcord, however the current approach is to take them
out to a ring on the gunwhale and then forward onto the
foredeck, lightly tensioned by shockcord to take up the slack.
Although appearing a little untidier than the under the gunwhale
option, there is a lot less friction, they are easier to adjust and
there is no rope and shockcord dragging in the water, and to
catch on the trolley when launching and recovering the boat.
Another problem with mounting the cleats on the side deck is
they are a little less accessable when sitting forward inside the
boat in light weather.

KickerKickerKickerKickerKicker
The kicker line is taken through a single swiveling cleat on

the foredeck, just aft of the mast, this rope is then tied to a
twinning bridle and taken to both trapeze elastics. Being the
primary control it is important to have it easily to hand (or foot).

A neat way of handling this is to place a small loose ring on
the trapeze shockcord and then slip the kicker tail through the
ring and put a simple thumb knot on the end.  This holds the tail
neatly at the gunwhale when sailing, but allows it to slide up
the shockcord when adjusting.  It is important to allow some

is critical as a bad bonding job at this stage can result in a leaky
boat, which can be difficult to cure.  Since buying the moulds
from Ridge boats, we have made a mould of the cockpit area
with holes cut into it, this is placed over the hull to check that all
of the stiffening built into the bottom of the hull will bond to the
deck without any gaps or the need for excessive paste. This
should result in a lighter, stronger and stiffer boat.

Our aim is to produce a boat requiring up to 4Kg of lead
correctors.  We consider the optimum weight of correctors to be
3Kg.  This allows for some removal of lead to allow for the
inevitable weight gain as the boat gets older (not unlike some
Contender sailors!) whilst not penalizing the boat with lead
weights at the cockpit ends at deck level.

Equipment
It should be stressed that the choice of fittings, layout, make

of foils, masts and sails is entirely the choice of the owner; so as
long as they conform to measurement, you are free to choose;
not a luxury permitted with many of the new manufacturers’
one design classes.

The rig is very simple.  The mast has evolved to a
straightforward arrangement of a fairly stiff lower/mid section
with a more flexible section above the hounds to allow automatic
depowering in gusts, and with lower shrouds to approximately
gooseneck level to control bend low down.  Neither rig tension
or lowers may be adjusted whilst sailing.  Although mylar sails
are permitted under the rules, sailmakers have generally stayed
with conventional dacron cloth as it is more controllable through
a range of wind strengths.

Over the last few years, Graham Scott of Wavelength Designs
has put a lot of work into producing a mast and sail that are
matched to each other.  The Wavelength rig has been highly
successful and works well with a wide range of helm weights
and is easily adjustable for different conditions.  Currently it is
probably the most popular rig in the UK, although other popular
rigs include the Goldspar (similar to the Wavelength), Proctor
Etched Epsilon, and Superspars masts, often combined with the
Ullman sail.

Layout
The fittings layout of the Contender is fairly basic due to the

simplicity of the rig, but many different approaches to layout

Controls layout of the standard Bob Hoare Sailboats Contender.  Note the cleat on the head of
the centreboard to set the downhaul after launching; the eye mounted on the inside of the cockpit
wall acts as a stopper against the downhaul handle to prevent the board coming right up.  The
Uphaul is also led out to the gunwale.  Cunningham & Outhaul are led to the rear of the foredeck,
and the tails are fixed to the gunwale.  The line lies on the forward cockpit floor out of the way.
The bullseye single cleat is for the kicker, which is then led to each side by a twinning bridle.

Stuart Jones’s boat shows the alternative placing of the Outhaul & Cunningham cleats on the
sidedeck rather than the foredeck.  Note the tails led through a ring on the gunwale, then up to
the bow with shockcord to take up the slack.  A simple shackle arrangement (released in the
photo) replaces the centreboard downhaul cleat.  The quick release springhook can be seen on the
mainsheet bridle.  Note also the neat arrangement of the kicker bridle tail where it passes
through a ring on the trapeze elastic.  This holds it at the gunwale when sailing, but allows it to
slide up the elastic when needed.  Stuart is also one of the few sailors not to use a mainsheet
ratchet block.  The mainsheet tail is tied off to the jammer to keep it in the boat.
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adjustment on the single line where it joins the bridle.  In breezy
weather the single part will need to be pulled tighter to minimize
the amount of pulling needed on the bridle to put the kicker on,
and in lighter weather it will need to be eased to allow the
kicker to be released fully when running.

CentrCentrCentrCentrCentreboareboareboareboareboard Downhaul & Uphauld Downhaul & Uphauld Downhaul & Uphauld Downhaul & Uphauld Downhaul & Uphaul
The centreboard downhaul uses trapeze handles as both an

aid to pulling the rope and a stop to prevent the board from
coming up too far.  Both this and the centreboard uphaul are
led to the side of the boat and are adjusted to enable the board
to be pulled up to the approximate reaching position with one
pull of the rope.  It should be noted that for the downhaul to
work from a single pull, the line must be detachable from the
head of the board otherwise the board cannot be fully retracted
for launching and recovery.  The cleat on the centreboard head
of the BHS boat is for this.  The alternative is to shackle the
downhaul on after launching (remembering to unshackle before
landing to avoid unnecessary foil repairs!).

FoilsFoilsFoilsFoilsFoils
The popular choice of foils at the moment seems to be evenly

split between Top Foils from former Contender sailor Mike Saul,
and Milanes foils from Philip Milanes.  Although carbon foils are
allowed under the rules, conventional epoxy laminated are used
by the vast majority of the fleet.  The full arguments for and
against carbon are outside the scope of this article, but the
general feeling is that carbon foils are too stiff and unforgiving
for all but the heaviest helms.

Summary
The Contender is a highly rewarding boat to sail, and they

are robust with a good competitive life.  Secondhand boats
provide excellent value for money with little depreciation, and
will stay competitive for many years.  Time and again it has been
shown that it is not the boat that matters, but what you do with
it that counts.  Following the principles of simplicity and efficiency
suggested above when laying out your boat can vastly improve
performance by allowing you to sail the boat rather than fight
it.  Remember the 5 Ps: Perfect Preparation Prevents Poor
Performance!

In the UK, new all glass boats are available from Rondar Boats
and Bob Hoare Sailboats.  Bob Hoare Sailboats will also supply
composite boats to any stage of completion.  The very pretty all
wood boats are built by Vito Bonezzi in Italy for the owner that
believes that if God had meant us to have glass fibre boats he
would have made glass fibre trees…

Contacts:
Paul Walker at Bob Hoare Sailboats
248 Bournemouth Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset, BH14 9HZ
Tel: 01202 736704 • Fax: 01202 388704 • E-mail: paul@bobsboatshop.co.uk
www.bobsboatshop.co.uk

Paul Young at Rondar Raceboats Ltd
Unit 14, Indus Acre, Avro Way, Bowerhill, Melksham, SN12 6TP
Tel: 01225 707550 • Fax: 01225 702113
www.rondarboats.com

BLACK ART OR SIMPLE SCIENCE?
To perform well in a Contender you need to handle the boat

well and go fast in all conditions! Good boat handling needs
practice and will eventually help with the boatspeed, but the
best starting point to achieving better speed is to set up the rig
from scratch and embark on a tuning program.

Obviously, a good place to start is by choosing a mast and
sail that in theory should already match each other, by talking to
other sailors and the class association.   It should be easy to find
out from race results whose equipment is winning and who is
involved with the class.

Many sailors are mystified by the term tuning.   Some may
imagine that it is a sort of Black Magic performed instantly by
experts such as sailmakers and other so called professionals.
However in reality, there is no short cut for anyone and “tuning”
usually means small adjustments made over a long period of
time to ensure a close working match between mast, sail and
helmsman.

Unlike many recent manufacturers one-designs, the
Contender mast and sail can be supplied by any builder and
over the years much development work has produced very
refined and efficient rigs.

The following is a guide to setting up your Contender rig in
a way that will enable you to commence your own fine tuning
program.   Some suggestions may appear insultingly simple but
are still necessary and sometimes overlooked because they are

“basic and obvious”.

MAST POSITION AND RAKE
Step the mast, leaving the lowers off, and adjust the forestay

and shrouds until there is a little rig tension with the forestay
lever on.   Now use a tape measure to check the distance from
the top of the transom (not including any overlap) to the aft face
of the mast (including the sail track or any extension of it) at
deck level.   I prefer this measurement to be set as near to the
minimum of 3050mm as possible.   This keeps the weight of the
rig as far back as is allowed helping to prevent the bow sticking
on a reach and enables the boom to be squared out more on
the run.   It also provides the right amount of weather helm for
medium conditions.

The next thing to sort out is mast rake.   It is a fairly well
proven fact that the Contender will go quicker to windward in a
breeze with a lot of rake.   Firstly the leech of the sail is more
vertical which means air flow is naturally more perpendicular at
this point .   Secondly, the centre of effort of the rig is moved aft
towards the rudder which when combined with a slight raising
of the centreboard effectively makes the boat ‘shorter’ reducing
wetted area and increasing speed in planing conditions.   In
lighter conditions or for heavier helms less extreme rake is
required.  The general rule is to rake the mast back as much as
possible while still leaving some room to get under the boom!
Obviously you could take this to extremes by using a sail with a
very short leech but the trade off would be a slight loss of sail

CONTENDER RIG TUNING
Having now sorted out your layout, Graham Scott of Wavelength Designs, winner of numerous National,

European and World Contender titles takes us step by step through the process of setting up the rig...
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area.  As usual, a compromise seems to work best with a leech
cut 75mm short of maximum and a mast rake of about 6550mm.
The actual rake is not critical to a few centimetres or so as long
as you feel OK with the boom height when tacking.  The rake is
measured by hoisting a tape measure on the halyard and
fastening the halyard off so the tape runs from the lower edge
of the measurement band at the top of the mast to the crown of
the transom.

SETTING THE MAST STRAIGHT - OUR
REFERENCE POINT

First you must ensure the mast is straight sideways.  Attach
the lower shrouds and tension the forestay lever.  Now place
your head below the gooseneck and sight up the mast track to
see if it is straight sideways.  Assuming it is not, adjust one of the
lowers to bring the masthead into line (this is where the Sta-
master turnbuckles come into their own).  If you are unsure which
lower needs to be altered, then simply push one of them with
your hand to effectively tighten it whilst simultaneously sighting
up the mast.  You will immediately see if you are making the
mast straighter or bending it off more to one side.  If you cannot
straighten the mast using the lowers, then check the spreaders
are of equal length and the same angle each side.

Now for the fore and aft bend.  As a starting point try to aim
for a straight mast (zero fore and aft bend).  This will generally
be good in medium conditions and will provide a reference point
around which you can experiment.  There are two ways of
controlling fore and aft bend: spreader angle and lower shroud
tension.  Spreader angle is tied in with spreader length and I
suggest you adjust your spreaders to a length of 440mm and
leave them for a while - it’s one less variable to think about for
now.

To start with set spreader deflection at 120mm.  This
measurement is the distance between the aft point of the sail
track on the mast and a straight edge placed from spreader tip
to spreader tip.

Release the lowers, and with the forestay lever on, sight up
the mast adjusting your head position so you can see the amount
of fore and aft bend.  The spreader angle should be adjusted
until the amount of forward bend halfway up the mast is about
25mm.

REMEMBER SWINGING THE SPREADERS FORWARD WILL
STRAIGHTEN THE MAST AND SWINGING THEM AFT WILL INDUCE
BEND.

Then re-attach the lowers and adjust each side equally (or
you will upset the sideways bend) until they are just tight enough
to straighten the mast to a point where you can detect virtually
no fore and aft bend.

As a general rule, a heavier helm will need more power and
set the spreaders forward slightly of this reference point.  The
lighter helm will move them aft.

RIG TENSION
Buy or borrow a rig tension gauge and check the shroud

tension, which should be somewhere between 75kg and 130kg
depending on your weight and the type of mast you have.
Generally the heavier you are the more rig tension you should
carry.  Remember when you push out on the trapeze in a force
2-3, your bodyweight is causing the windward shroud to lose
tension, which in turn allows the mast tip to fall off to leeward,
depowering the rig at just the wrong time - so the more you
weigh the more rig tension you need to counter this.  However,
if you overdo it (especially lightweights) the rig will not depower

properly in more wind and waves.  If the gauge shows that you
need to adjust shrouds or forestay to arrive at a suitable rig tension
then immediately repeat the whole cycle of adjustments from
rake through to bend, until you have the correct settings.  It is
also worth pointing out that newer boats that are sructurally
stiffer will need less static rig tension than older floppier boats.

Finally, make a note of all shroud adjuster positions so you
can easily return to this reference rig setting.  Any future
experiments can then be related to this.  For example: Reference
setting but with forestay tensioned one hole, or: Reference setting
with lowers one hole tighter.

SAIL CONTROLS & REFERENCE MARKS
The aim of any sailmaker these days is to produce a good all

round sail capable of being adjusted through a wide range of
shapes to suit differing conditions.  By definition this means that
it is quite likely that some sailors will have their sail adjusted to
the wrong shape for a particular condition just by having say,
too much cunningham on, or too little vang.  This sail adjusting
skill, and the ability to change gear quickly on the race course
makes a huge difference to boatspeed.

There are two ways of working on improving these skills.
Firstly you can look at the sail as you are sailing along, assess its
shape, comparing it to the prevailing conditions and to the ideal
shape required for those conditions (which may or may not be
stored inside your brain!).  Sail control adjustments can then be
made to achieve this perfect shape.  We all employ this method,
some with more success than others, but the facts are that the
less proficient you are, the more it will distract you from the job
of steering the boat and what is happening on the race course.
This is where the second method comes in, which involves
extensive use of reference marks.

This system is as old as sailing itself, but is rarely used properly.
Basically, instead of having to keep a memory bank of sail shapes,
you build up over a period of time a memory bank of sail control
settings which you have found to be fast in particular conditions.
The beauty of this is that you can, for example, round a leeward
mark in a choppy force 4, set outhaul, cunningham, vang and
mainsheet to exact marks, knowing you will be going as fast as
you can and without even looking up at the sail; thereby allowing
more concentration to be applied to steering, tactics, shifts etc.
Obviously to arrive at these fast settings requires a lot of time in
the boat but the sooner you start the better!

Hoist the sail on land and stand back from the boat to check
the head of the sail is right on the lower edge of the measurement
band.  Adjust the halyard until this is correct and mark the position
and always use this.  There is no point having a cunningham
reference mark if the head of the sail is in a different place each
time.  Use a low stretch halyard (I use 2.5mm wire).

Check the boom measurement band position (2700mm from
aft edge of the mast track or its extension).  Put a reference mark
50mm in from this (one should be enough).

Put a cunningham reference mark 50mm below the track
exit on the mast.  Attach a mark to one of the vang wire purchases
with PVC tape and mark the mainsheet roughly where it would
pass through the boom block in medium conditions.

The Contender’s swinging fully retractable centreboard means
weather helm can easily be adjusted.  By retracting it slightly the
amount of weather helm will reduce giving a lighter feel to the
rudder.  This is a critical setting so the board should be capable
of adjustment from the trapeze.  Mark two or three lines on the
centreboard head so you can accurately reproduce board rake
settings.
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TUNING PARTNERS

If you have a clubmate or tuning partner, try to put all your
reference marks in the same places so you can compare settings
after sailing.  Remember to write down combinations of settings
on the boat or when you get ashore as they are easy to forget if
you don’t sail for a month or so! You should gradually build up
some consistently fast combinations eg:  Force 3.  Flat water.
Trapezing straight legged.  Outhaul on reference, Cunningham
1" above reference, Vang 2" beyond reference, Mainsheet
reference mark between boom block and jammer.  Rig set to
reference but lowers one hole tighter.

Believe me, it is very reassuring in the heat of a race when
things are going wrong to set the sail to exact settings and say “I
know I’ve had reasonable boatspeed before with these, so let’s
get on with it!”

For any not-yet-Contender owners who have read this far,

the Contender is a brilliant boat with good fleet racing at National
and International level and the sailors are renowned for their
willingness to welcome new members to the fleet and share
information.  Buy one, set up your rig and go and race - you
won’t regret it!

Graham Scott is the owner of Wavelength Designs, a company
that specializes in the manufacture and supply of sails, masts
and accessories for singlehanded racing dinghies.

He has won many dinghy titles including the Contender Worlds
and Europeans and a record seven UK Nationals.  For any further
technical information he can be contacted at:
Wavelength Designs
Unit 10, Mitchell Point, Hamble, Southampton, SO31 4RF
Tel/Fax: 02380 457417 • E-mail gscott@wavelengthdesigns.com
www.wavelengthdesigns.com

They say that races are won by those who get the basics right and then make the fewest mistakes.  Two
Double World Champions - Stuart Jones and Graham Scott - give us an insight on their view of the

“basics”...

DOUBLE HELPING OF TIPS FROM THE TOP!

PRE START
GS:GS:GS:GS:GS:  Sail on each tack long enough to memorise compass
headings and try and get a feel for what the wind is doing.
You must have this information to know whether you are
being lifted or headed straight after the start.  Also take time
to assess tide and any possible permanent wind shifts to
determine if one side of the beat will definitely be favoured.
Then decide on a “loose” strategy for the first beat - eg “start
on starboard towards the port end of the line, and work shifts
up left of middle”.  Practice tacking to loosen up.

STARTING
GS:GS:GS:GS:GS:  You must know where you want to start and be prepared
to work hard to get that spot.  But be realistic, and be prepared
to bale out and find another gap at 2 minutes if its going to
be too crowded.  Don’t line up with too much vang on - it
restricts your ability to manoeuvre and will hinder acceleration
off the line.

SJ:SJ:SJ:SJ:SJ:  Here the ability to be able to sail slowly is a skill worth learning.
Being able to steer the boat into and out of the wind without moving
too far forward pays dividends.  As the rudder has little effect at slow
speed other means have to be used as well.  First of all, less kicker equals
less drift.  Heel the boat - slightly - to leeward to head up, and to
windward to bear away.  In combination you can pull the boom in to
head up, and push it out to bear away using your hand directly on the
boom.  Beware of sailing backwards as you will be in the wrong under
the new rules.  Practice by finding a mark out on the water and see if
you can sit next to it for a couple of minutes.  You may be surprised at
how fast you drift sideways in a bit of breeze.  Something to take note
of.

As you start, the boat will have little way on and the foils will not work
until there is water flowing over them. You need to help them start to
work - if you just whack the main in when the gun goes the foils stall
out, you go sideways and forward speed is slow to build.  The rudder
feels heavy and the boat has that strangled feeling.  Your gap to leeward

closes and the guy down there comes out in front of you bringing his
leebow air with him.  Even if you get it right it takes about 10 seconds to
get to full speed from stopped.

To aid acceleration leave the kicker and cunningham off a little from
where you would normally have them on the beat.  Set the trapeze height
so that, from where you are sitting for the conditions, there is no slack in
the wire so that you can easily swing out.  Bear the boat away in the last
few seconds before the start without the boat moving forward too much,
using the techniques above.  Sail down, on a very close reach, into that
hole to leeward that you’ve lovingly created for yourself because you
drifted slower than the guy to leeward.  Swing out on the trapeze and
move quickly to the normal position, midway down the gunwale, and
keep the boat flat.  Squeeze the mainsheet in as the boat accelerates,
being careful not to over pinch.  Once nicely away in clear wind quickly
strap on the kicker so that you can now point up at full speed, then lower
yourself on the trapeze.

This is what happens in a perfect world.  You have to be flexible and
keep a careful watch on what’s happening around you.  Try to anticipate
the actions of the guy to leeward if you can - beat him to the start you
may well sail over him, but if he gets the jump on you, you may well end
up in a pinching duel and the whole fleet can then out accelerate you
off the line.

FIRST BEAT
GS:GS:GS:GS:GS:  If you have clear air and are heading for your preferred
side then carry on.  If most people tack, then try and tack
soon to keep in touch.  For some reason a lot of people capsize
on the first tack after the start which has to be the worst
possible time to do it!  Let your vang off a little for the first
one!  In oscillating shifts get in phase as soon as possible.
Remember, you should aim not to get near a layline in
oscillating shifts.

SJ:SJ:SJ:SJ:SJ:  Beating - First of all the boat should feel light on the helm in all
conditions.  If not, check your rig settings - Graham’s tuning guide is a
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good start.  Check the rudder: it may need the blade angling forward
more; are the pintles loose?

In light winds sit at the front of the cockpit and heel slightly to leeward.
Use the rudder as little as possible - think of it as a brake. For minor
course adjustments use boat heel.  Go for speed rather than direction. If
things are slow ease the main out and bear off.  Flatten the sail to
encourage air flow.  Outhaul well on and a touch of kicker to just bend
the mast.  No cunningham.  Lowers off a touch could help.

As the wind picks up to semi-trapezing you can ease the kicker and
outhaul, and haul the main right in, using this to control twist.  You can
then head right up, but take the waves into account.  Move back on the
gunwale to opposite the centreboard.  Adjust the trapeze height so that
you can move in and out easily without using your hands.

In medium winds stand just in front of the tower.  Kicker well on, and as
the wind increases use the cunningham to just pull the horizontal creases
out.  Outhaul to just cause a fold in the bottom of the sail.  Trapeze as low
as you dare without dragging through the water.  Steer carefully to keep
the boat flat.

In strong winds pull the centreboard up a fair way, ease the main and
bear off for speed.  Stand opposite the tower.  Outhaul and cunningham
out to max and a good amount of kicker to flatten off the sail.  Lowers
off a touch could help.  Steer to keep the boat upright and moving fast -
you can now use the rudder occasionally!  Don’t let the foils stall out.  If
in doubt ease the main and bear off.  Watch upwind for gusts so you can
ease the sheet as it arrives not after.  Trapeze as low as you dare without

dragging through the water.

TACKING
SJ:SJ:SJ:SJ:SJ:          This is probably the trickiest thing to master in the boat and everyone
has variations.  A third arm would be handy.  I have worked out techniques
over the years which suit me.  If you analyse the separate movements
there are about a dozen to get you over to the other side.  Look at how
you do each step, and ask yourself if you could find a better way.  Get
into a routine that works and use it repeatedly.  Secondly, don’t be in a
rush; do it calmly and smoothly.

In non trapezing conditions I tack passing in front of the mainsheet.  First
ease the mainsheet and bear off to pick up speed.  Throw the sheet over
to the new side.  Heel the boat to leeward and steer into the tack placing
your weight on the gunwale and holding onto the tower to smoothly
roll the boat through the wind.  Let go of the tiller extension, you don’t
need it now.  Move over to the new side, facing backwards, placing your
weight at the cockpit front.  Reach back for the tiller extension, now
floating on the new leeward side and twist it round.  At the same time
the boat will be smoothly coming upright.  Bear off to pick up speed
then squeeze the main in and head up.

Once trapezing things are different.  First, be aware of your trapeze height
and kicker settings.  A good idea is to mark the kicker in some way so
that you can judge how tight it is.  If you have lots on it’s a good idea to
ease it a bit so you can get under the boom.  A kicker that works well is a
must.  Once done, I ease the main and throw the mainsheet over to the
new side.  The windier it is the more I ease.  A foot or two is usually
enough.  I pull myself up on the handle and remove the hook with the
tiller hand.  Then, timing the turn with the waves, and starting on top of
one, I push the tiller hard over, come in and pass under the boom, facing
forwards, as far forward as the tower will allow, as there is more room.
Then twist round to sit on the gunwale swapping tiller hands at the
same time.  While the sail is still flapping I ease and uncleat the main
with my front hand and pass the sheet to the tiller hand.  The front hand
then grabs the trapeze hook and hooks on.  If the trapeze is set high you
will need to sit further forward on the gunwale to avoid trying to hook
on ten times.  This is why you need to be aware of the height before you
tack.  Once hooked on, climb out using the tower as a step and your
forward hand on the gunwale to push. Once out, bear off and slowly
squeeze the main in.  You’re now in an acceleration mode, so help the
foils to work by not being too hasty to get the main in.  If the kicker was
eased get it back in.  All through the manoeuvre keep the boat flat,
particularly when accelerating on the new tack as this will enable the
boat to bear off.

WINDWARD MARK
GS:GS:GS:GS:GS:  In strong winds plan to try and arrive on starboard so
you can raise the centreboard and ease the vang and controls
to reaching positions on the final approach.  This saves a
capsize or two.  Also decide before the mark if the tide or the
position of other boats will dictate staying high or going low.
The only way to make big gains is to make the right decision
as you start the reach, while everyone else is sailing bunched
up on the rhumb-line.

REACHING
GS: GS: GS: GS: GS:   First reach:  Boats are usually not strung out at this early
stage in the race so there are great opportunities.

In close boat to boat racing, every little thing helps.  Practicing the repetitive manoeuvres needed
around the racecourse can help you stay in front like 1996 world champion Ian Renilson
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Rules for Reaches:
1.  Concentrate - on the waves and gusts
2.  Relax - a good shout and swear at the windward mark
gets rid of any tension!
3.  Don’t look behind you - see 1 & 2!
4.  Try and sail low in the stronger gusts and higher in the
lulls
5.  Try and work with the boat - don’t tense up and fight it by
using crude pumping or large rudder movements.
6.  Don’t look at the mark, but at the waves in front of the
boat.
About 2/3rds of the way down the reach see if there are any
boats that are almost within reach to sail over or get water
on and make that your goal.

SJ:SJ:SJ:SJ:SJ:  In most winds ease the outhaul and cunningham for max power.  If
it’s windy enough that you can’t get to the controls without the risk of
capsize then forget them.  Definitely let the kicker off, preferably before
the windward mark.  The broader the reach the less kicker.  The
centreboard should be about halfway up.  If trapezing, get into a stable
position that feels safe - usually, shortening the trapeze helps.  The
stronger the wind and the bigger the waves the further back you should
move.  On a reach, keep the boat very flat and weave with the gusts -
down in the breeze and up in lulls.

GYBE MARK
GS:GS:GS:GS:GS:  On approach, work out the angle to the bottom mark
and decide whether to sail high or low on the second reach.
Always approach the mark wide so you don’t have to make a
tight gybe.  I always let the vang off a long way just as I go
into the gybe; this gives room under the boom so you can
steer better through the gybe.

SJ:SJ:SJ:SJ:SJ:      Everyone’s favourite point for swimming!

In light winds I again gybe in front of the mainsheet.  I put the tiller the
other side of the sheet and pull the boom across whilst rolling the boat
smoothly over.

In a breeze it goes something like:- Come in off the trapeze whilst gently
bearing away and letting the boom out to the shroud.  If on the sea, you
must be surfing on a wave to reduce apparent wind.  The less wind that’s
in the rig the better.  Kneel just inside the cockpit and remove the hook.
Steer round hard into the gybe and move your weight right over to the
leeward side of the cockpit.  As the rudder is over this has a tendency to
try to heel the boat to windward, so you can actually move your weight
to the new side sooner than you would think.  In fact if you don’t, then
your weight, and the force of the rudder, will cause the boat to heel too
far so that when you gybe the boom can easily catch the water - a good
way to go in.  When you feel the mainsheet go light, give it your best
heave and throw the boom across, counter steering slightly to keep the
boat dead before the wind, and putting your weight on the gunwale.
This prevents the boat heeling after the gybe when you can’t get any
weight on the side.  Change hands on the tiller, clip on, grab the
mainsheet and set off on the next leg.  The main points for success are
keeping the boat dead upright throughout.  Think about where you are
putting your weight and where the force in the rig is directed.  Keep
moving as fast as possible.  To do this you should make the gybe one
smooth continuous manoeuvre.  Pick your moment.  Try to pick a lull but
keep your speed up.

LEEWARD MARK
GS:GS:GS:GS:GS:  As this is one of the easiest places to capsize in strong
winds, always leave the centreboard up and the vang eased
until after rounding.  You don’t lose much as long as you
come into the mark wide and round up at the last second.

SJ:SJ:SJ:SJ:SJ:      This is a place where a lot can be gained or lost.  It usually pays to set
the outhaul and cunningham before rounding.  Having these marked
somehow so you know where to put them helps.  In light winds the board
and kicker can be put down just as you arrive at the mark.  If its too
breezy then leave them until you have rounded - this also prevents boom
drag as you steer round.  With no boats around, start out wide and exit
the mark close hauled right next to it, and then do any fiddling with the
controls as quickly as possible.  To help the boat turn you can heel it a bit
to leeward.  If boats are around, then you must work out where you want
to be after the rounding.  If you want to continue straight on then you
might want to blast off to leeward of a boat ahead while they’re still
rounding.  Otherwise, you may want to round tightly behind another
boat and then tack off as soon as possible.  Don’t be afraid to slow down
to position yourself better.

THE RUN
GS:GS:GS:GS:GS:  In waves the important thing is to let the boat “flow”.
Let the vang off as much as you dare - this eases the leech
and squares the sail off more enabling you to sail by the lee
when needed.  Don’t use the rudder if possible and let the
boat roll naturally.  Keep body weight well forward and
concentrate on the wave in front.

SJ:SJ:SJ:SJ:SJ:      On the run it pays to have the kicker as loose as you dare, within
reason, with a touch of windward heel.  Again you should try not to use
the rudder but heel the boat instead.  In a breeze stick the kicker back on
a bit to prevent a windward roll.  Once the boom will stay out by itself,
running a touch by the lee can be quicker.

LAST BEAT/FINISH
GS:GS:GS:GS:GS:  By now the main aim is not to make any mistakes and
consolidate your position.  Don’t tack too often, especially at
the beginning of the beat.  I often ease the vang for the final
beat tacks just to be safe and make sure.

THE CONTENDER - A BRIEF
HISTORY

The Contender was originally designed in 1967 by Bob
Miller (who later became famous for being responsible

for the America’s Cup winning Australia II under his
changed name of Ben Lexcen).  It was the easy winner

of the 1968 IYRU trials in Holland for the Olympic
successor to the Finn, but was never actually adopted.

It attained International status in 1968 and is well
established with fleets around the world from Europe

to Australia, and can truly claim to be:

THE WORLD’S MOST POPULAR TRAPEZE SINGLE HANDER



ContenderContender
International

The Contender has a deserved reputation around the world
as a thoroughbred singlehander.  It’s a well established One
Design class with full ISAF International Status; and is
backed by a strong class association boasting an excellent
racing circuit in the UK, Europe and worldwide.

The Contender suits a wide range of sailor: height, weight
and ability, and with secondhand boats available from
under £1000, it suits a wide range of pockets too.

So if your sailing seems to be all grunt and no fun,
why not try the Original Ultimate Singlehander, and
leave hiking to the hillwalkers...

If you are interested in finding out more about the
Contender Class, contact:

David Davies
Secretary of the British Contender Association
The Old Post Office, Hollybush, Ledbury, HR8 1ET
Tel: 01531 632308
or
Stuart Jones
Chairman of the British Contender Association
40 Stevenson Drive, Binfield, Berks, RG42 5JB
Tel:  01344 301286

or visit the Contender Class website
http://sailing.org/contender/gbr/

InInInInInttttternaernaernaernaernational Ctional Ctional Ctional Ctional Cononononontttttender ender ender ender ender VVVVVital Sital Sital Sital Sital Statatatatatistics:tistics:tistics:tistics:tistics:
Length overall: 4.87m 16ft
Beam: 1.50m 4ft 11ins
Hull weight: 83Kg 183lbs
Sail area: 10.8sq m 116 sq ft
Competitive helm weight range: 60-97Kg 9½st-15½st


